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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results of a fracture mechanics analysis relevant to fatigue crack growth

at rivets in lap joints of aircraft skins. Multi-site damage (MSD) is receiving increased attention

within the context of problems of aging aircraft. Fracture analyses carried out previously include

small-scale modeling of rivet/skin interactions, larger-scale two-dimensional models of lap joints

similar to that developed here, and full scale three-dimensional models of large portions of the

aircraft fuselage. Fatigue testing efforts have included flat coupon specimens, two-dimensional lap

joint tests, and full scale tests on specimens designed to closely duplicate aircraft sections. Most of

this work is documented in the proceedings of previous symposia on the aging aircraft problem.

Other sources include reference 1, which provides a detailed summary of final results from the

testing and finite element analysis of full-scale models of aircraft sections. References 2 and 3

offer analyses of the interaction of large-scale aircraft skin cracks with stiffeners in the absence of

MSD. The effect MSD has on the ability of skin stiffeners to arrest the growth of long skin cracks

is a particularly important topic that remains to be addressed.

One of the most striking features of MSD observed in joints of some test sections and in the

joints of some of the older aircraft fuselages is the relative uniformity of the fatigue cracks from

rivet to rivet along an extended row of rivets. This regularity suggests that nucleation of the cracks

must not be overly difficult. Moreover, it indicates that there is some mechanism which keeps

longer cracks from running away from shorter ones, or, equivalently, a mechanism for shorter

cracks to "catch-up" with longer cracks. This basic mechanism has not been identified, and one of

the objectives of the present work is to see to what extent the mechanism is revealed by a fracture

analysis of the MSD cracks. Another related aim is to present accurate stress intensity factor

variations with crack length which can be used to estimate fatigue crack growth lifetimes once

cracks have been initiated. Results will be presented which illustrate the influence of load shedding

from rivets with long cracks to neighboring rivets with shorter cracks. Results will also be

included for the effect of residual stress due to the riveting process itself. All the results presented

in this paper should be regarded as preliminary in the sense that further work by ourselves and
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others will be required to validate them and to establish their sensitivity to more embellished

modelling assumptions.

MODEL

i

!

The model is defined with reference to figures 1 and 2. The joint is imagined to be infinite

in width with three rows of rivets equally spaced a distance 2w apart in the x-direction. The

vertical spacing between the rows is h, and the rivet radius is R. The average stress carried across

the joint is Zyy. As indicated in figure l, a straight crack of length a emerges from the horizontal

extremity of each side of each rivet hole in the top row of the outside skin. Each section of width

2w containing a line of 3 rivets deforms identically, and thus attention can be directed to the

behavior of just one section, such as that in figure 1. Furthermore, each section is symmetric with

respect to the plane x=0, so that only one half of a section needs to be modelled, as shown in

figure 2. Periodic boundary conditions must be enforced on the right vertical edges of the model.

These require that the shear stress vanishes along the edges, and that the edges remain straight and

parallel to the y-axis. The average strain in the x-direction (the relative horizontal displacement of

the edges divided by 2w) must be such that the stress in the skin well away from the joint is F-.,xx.

In this preliminary study, finite element calculations were made with Exx=0; however, the effects

of nonzero transverse loading are approximated using a solution in the literature.

Bending out of the plane will be neglected. Each half of the lapped skin is modeled by a

thin plate, or sheet, in plane stress with load transferred from one to the other through rivets which

are modeled in a manner discussed below. Three-dimensional aspects of the rivet geometry, such

as countersinking, are ignored. Residual stress in the rivet and skin in the vicinity of the rivet hole

due to the riveting process is likely to effect fatigue crack growth, and an initial attempt to assess

this effect is included in a subsequent section of the paper. Bonding by an adhesive layer between

the lapped sheets is not considered. Plasticity is not taken into account; deformations are assumed

to be elastic. Some of the effects being ignored are likely to be important, and it is our intention to

include them in a more elaborate model in the near future.

The next section presents stress concentration factors for the uncracked joint after several

ways to model the rivet/skin interaction have been discussed. The sections following then present

stress intensity factors for the MSD cracks, an approximate analysis of the role of residual stress

induced by the riveting process, and preliminary work related to load shedding from rivets with

longer cracks to rivets with shorter cracks. The calculations reported below have been carried out

using dimensions of a typical aircraft lap joint with w=0.50 in., h=l.00 in., R--0.0805 in., and

d=0.50 in. Thus, the nondimensional ratios used in the calculations are
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h / R = 12.42, w / R = 6.21, d / R = 6.21

The material properties used for aircraft skin were E=10.0 Msi and v=l/3.

(1)

STRESS CONCENTRATION AT THE RIVET HOLES IN THE ABSENCE OF CRACKS

A finite element model of the section shown in figure 2 has been developed using the

ABAQUS code with eight-noted quadrilateral plane stress elements. Details of the rivet/sheet

interaction will be shown to be very important. In the present study two simplified models of

rivet/sheet interaction are used, in each case with rivets taken to be rigid with zero friction where

they contact the boundary of the rivet hole. Thus, for both models, the displacements of the rivet

center points A, B, and C for the outside skin (figure 2) were set equal, respectively, to those of

rivet center points A', B', and C' for the inside skin. Some of the additional details of this

modelling are described below. The effect of more elaborate modelling assumptions will be

explored in subsequent work.

The problem of a rigid rivet contacting a rivet hole is, in general, nonlinear requiring

iteration of some kind to determine the contact region. In this paper two models of the interaction

will be pursued which we believe are limiting cases of the full range of behavior. One of the

modelling assumptions is appropriate when there is little or no residual stress exerted by the rivet

on the unloaded sheet so that the rivet separates from the hole when the joint is loaded (BC#1), and

the other applies when the residual stress due to the riveting process results in the maintenance of

contact between rivet and sheet around the entire circumference of the hole (BC#2). In the first

case, in which the rivet is assumed to just fit into its hole with no residual stress acting across the

hole boundary, exploratory calculations showed that under application of Y-,yy only the bottom half

of the rivets contacted the holes of the outside sheet (and the top half of the rivets for the inside

sheet), with the exception in a few cases where a very small contact zone existed just above the

crack line in the outside sheet. Thus, for all the results presented in this section and the next

section for the case BC#1, the contact region was assumed a priori to coincide with the lower half

of the rivets for the outside sheet and the upper half of the rivets for the inside sheet. This

boundary condition, together with the condition that the shear traction vanish over the contacting

regions, is conveniently incorporated in the ABAQUS code. For the case in which residual stress

forces contact over the entire circumference of the hole, the boundary condition is modified

accordingly, retaining the assumption that shear tractions vanish everywhere around the hole. The

effect of the residual stress distribution itself on the stress intensity factor of the crack will be taken

up in the next section.
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Themeshusedwhennocracksarepresent(a=0)is shownin figure 3a. Carewastakento

ensurethatthecomputedstressconcentrationfactors(SCFs)did notchangewith further

refinementof themesh. In theabsenceof thecracks,thebehaviorof thetopandbottomsheetsis

identicalandthiswasexploitedto meshjust theoutsidesheet.In thissinglesheetmodel,the
verticaldisplacementof pointB issetequalto zeroandthedisplacementsof pointsA andC are

constrainedto beequalin magnitudeandoppositein sign. Thecalculationsfor theSCFs,andfor

thestressintensityfactorsin thenextsection,weremadewith zeroaveragetransversestress,i.e.

Zxx=0. In a pressurizedfuselage,areasonableapproximationfor ExxwouldbeZyy/2,but many
testsarecarriedoutwith Zxx=0. In thenextsection,asimpleapproximationfor including the

influenceof thetransversestresswill besuggested.

With (Yyy as the stress component at the edge of the hole, directly to the left or right of its

center, let SCF = (yyy]_.yy. The SCFs at the holes in the outside sheet calculated using the rigid

rivet model for the case BC# 1 are

SCFtop hole = 4. 43, SCFmiddle hole = 2.79, SCFbottom hole = 2.72 (2)

The larger value at the top hole relative to the lower holes in the top sheet mainly reflects the fact

the average of the stress component (Yyy carried by the top sheet is significantly higher above the

top row of rivets than below it due to load transfer to the inside sheet. To examine the possible

effect of rivet stiffness in shear, another calculation which takes the shear load carried by each of

the three rivets to be the same (as would be expected in the extreme limit of very compliant rivets)

has been carried out. It gives the following rather similar results

SCFtop hole = 4.25, SCFmiddle hole = 3. 28, SCFbottom hole = 2.39 (3)

Three-dimensional effects (e.g. countersinking and elasticity of the rivets) will effect local

stress concentration factors in the vicinity of the holes before any cracks develop. The absolute

values of the SCFs presented above are therefore not expected to be of particular significance.

However, the relative levels do clearly indicate that fatigue cracks would be expected to start at

the top hole of the outside sheet or at the bottom hole of the inside sheet, assuming that some

additional factor such as countersinking did not differentiate between the two sheets.

ENERGY RELEASE RATE, STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS, AND

COMPLIANCE CHANGE DUE TO CRACKING

As depicted in figure 2, cracks of length a are assumed to exist in the top sheet, emerging

on each side of the top rivet hole at its horizontal extremities. The cracks are taken to be straight



andparallelto thex-axis. Theenergyreleaserate,_, themodeI andII stressintensityfactors,KI

andKII, andthecompliancechangedueto thepresenceof thecrackshavebeencalculatedasa
functionof thecracklengthfor thecaseof no transverseloading,Y_,xx=0for eachof thetwo

rivet/sheetboundaryconditions.

Figures3band3cgiveclose-upsof thetopportionof theoutsidesheetwith thenear-tip
finiteelementmeshinserted.Bothsheetsmustbemeshedfor thecrackproblemsinceonly the

outsidesheetcontainsthecracks,andtheproblemisno longersymmetricwith respectto thetwo

sheets.Refinementsof thenear-tipmeshhavebeenmadefor 9 distinctcracklengths.The

elementsnearestto thetip arecomposedof quarter-pointelementsto modeltheinversesquareroot

singularityof thestressesandstrains.Theradiallengthof thesmallestelementsrangedfrom
6.13x 10-4Rfor acrackof lengtha/R=0.199to 3.69x 10-3Rfor acrackof lengtha/R=3.61.The

energyreleaserate,5, wascalculatedusingtheJ-integraloptionin ABAQUS.Let _=tan-l(Kii/Ki)

bethemeasureof therelativeproportionof modeII to modeI. Thevaluesof _twerecomputed

usingvaluesof thetangentialandopeningcomponentsof thecrackfacedisplacementsbehindthe

tip. Thedistancebehindthetip usedfor thisevaluationwaschosento bethatwherethe

independentevaluationof _ from thecrackopeningdisplacementsgavethebestagreementwith
themoreaccurateJ-integralestimateof _. Thevaluesof _ arenotexpectedto beasaccurateas

thosefor _, but thecracktip is sonearlyina stateof puremodeI thatthis is nota significant
consideration.

Defineameasureof themagnitudeof thestressintensityfactorsby

K = _ = _/K2+ K2I (4)

wherethelastequalityfollowsfrom theplanestressrelation5=(KI2+KII2)/E.With these
definitions

KI = Kcos_ and KII = Ksin W (5)

The curves of K/(Zyy_/R) versus a/R for the two rivet conditions are shown in figure 4, and values

are recorded in table 1. These results were computed using the nondimensional lengths in equation

(1). The corresponding curves of _t as a function of a/R are given in figure 5. For each of the two

rivet boundary conditions the magnitude of _ is small; to an extremely good approximation the

crack is a mode I crack with KI =K. However _ is negative for BC#1 implying that there is a

tendency for the crack to curve upward slightly, while for BC#2 the trend would be for the crack to

curve downward.

There is no hint of an explanation of the "catch-up" phenomenon in the results of K versus

a, although K is only a weakly increasing function of the range of a/R for each of the two cases.

If the functional relationship had displayed a local peak for crack lengths on the order of

the rivet radius or so, then that feature might help to explain how shorter cracks could
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grow fasterthansomewhatlongercracksandthustendtocatch-upin length. A localpeakhad

seemedaplausiblepossibilitybecauseof thehighstressconcentrationat theedgeof thehole,but it

doesnotexistaccordingto eitherof thepresentmodels.It mustberememberedthattheresidual

stresscontributionto thestressintensityfactorhasnotyetbeenincludedin thelowercurvein

figure4 for BC#2,andits inclusioncanleadto abroadlocalpeakaswill beseenin thenext
section.First, however,anapproximateway to includetheeffectof thetransverseloading,Y-,xx,

onK will begiven.

Theproblemof a traction-freeholewithsymmetricedgecracksin aninfinitesheethasbeen
solvedin theliterature(refs.4 and5) for thecasewheretheremotestressis Y-,xx.Theresultcanbe
writtenas

K _ aExx4-ff = - F(s), s - R+a (6)

whereF(s)is givenin theAppendix.Forcracklengthswhicharelargecomparedto R, thisresult

isclearlyapoorapproximationbecauseof theinteractionof thecrackswith theedgesof the

section.However,themaininfluenceof thiscontributionis for relativelyshortcracks. This is

evidentin figure4 whereK for thecaseof no residualstress(BC#1)is givenby thesuperposition
of thepreviousresultfor Zxx=0andequation(6) withZxx=_y/2, correspondingto theproportion

of loadsfor apressurizedcylindricalshell. Theinfluenceof thetransversecontributionis

relativelysmallovertheentirerangeof a/R. Theaccuracyof thesimpleapproximationin equation

(6), whichneglectsany interactionwith therivet,canbereadilycheckedbycalculationsusingthe
presentmodel. Thiswill bedonein futurework. Giventhesmall influenceof the

transversecomponentof loadingontheresultin figure4, it is notexpectedthatmoreaccurate
modelingwill changeconclusionsdrawnbasedoncalculationscarriedoutwith Zxx=0.

Thecompliancechangedueto thepresenceof theMSDcrackscanbecomputedusingthe

well knownrelationshipbetweenthederivativeof compliancewith respectto cracklengthandthe

energyreleaserate,or it canbedetermineddirectlyfrom thefiniteelementresults.As acheckon

thecomputations,bothdeterminationswerecarriedoutandfoundto bein agreement.

THE ROLEOFRESIDUALSTRESSESAT THERIVET HOLES

5 L
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For BC#2 it has been assumed that the rivets maintain contact with the holes in the sheets

due to residual stress induced in the riveting process. However, the results in figure 4 for this case

do not include any effect of the residual stress other than the consequence of full contact. In this

section, an approximate analysis of the residual stress contribution to K will be given. Any

contribution to the stress intensity factor due to residual stress at a rivet hole is not cyclic but

remains steady as Y_,yyand Y-,xxundergo cycles of loading and unloading. In this section, we wish



to distinguishbetweencontributionsto K from theresidualstresswhichdoesnotcycleandthose
from the remote loads which do. For this purpose, now let Zyy and Exx be the peak values of the

remote loads which are assumed to cycle between zero values and these peak values. Let AK

denote the cyclic change in K associated with the cyclically applied remote loads, as obtained using

the results given in the previous section for BC#2. The estimate for the non-cyclic contribution to

K from the residual stress is then used in combination with AK to calculate the variation of Kmax

and Kmin as a function of a/R where Kmin=Kresidual stress and Kmax=Kresidual stress +AK.

An estimate of the stress intensity factor is obtained in the Appendix for cracks emerging

from a rivet hole where there is a pre-existing residual stress field due to the riveting process. The

model applies to an isolated rivet in an infinite sheet (see the insert in figure 6) and assumes that the

radial mismatch strain between the rivet and the hole is eT. The elasticity of the rivet is neglected,

and the radial stress exerted by the rivet on the uncracked sheet at r=R is CR=EeT/(I+v). The

stress intensity factor at the tip of the emerging crack with radius a has the form

This relation is plotted in figure 6.

(7)

Curves of the normalized Kmax are plotted as a function of a/R in figure 7 for various

values of the ratio of the residual stress to the cyclically applied remote stress, O'R/Eyy. Here, the

transverse loading, Exx, has been taken to be zero, but its effect is not expected to be large, as

previously discussed. Companion curves for Kmin are readily generated using the results in figure

6. If one assumes that the riveting process induces some plastic yielding in the sheet, then a

reasonable estimate for O'Rshould fall between t_y/2 and _y, where oy is the tensile yield stress of

the sheet material. Based on typical values of try and Y--,yyfor commercial aircraft, the range of

O'R/_-,yy is expected to fall in the range 1.5 to about 3. The curve of normalized Kmax versus a/R is

flat over much of the range of a/R of interest when O'R/Zyy =2 and actually has a broad peak with

its maximum occurring at a/R_- 0.5 when O'R/_y =3. Any conclusions concerning implications

for the "catch-up" phenomenon must also take into account the trends for Kmin and the dependence

of the fatigue crack growth rates on both of the parameters characterizing the stress intensity factor

cyclic history. Work along these lines will follow in a subsequent paper.

Another feature of the results in figure 7 is that for values of the residual stress parameter

O'R/Eyy in the range from 2 to 3 the values of Kmax are not very different from those which would

be predicted for the model with BC#1 in figure 4. When a/R is larger than about 3 the K-values

for BC#1 reflect the strong interaction between neighboring cracks. This interaction is somewhat
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suppressedby thefull contactconditionwhichis assumedfor therivet for BC#2. Whenthecracks

becomelong,thefull contactconditionisalmostcertainlyunrealisticandseparationof therivetand

sheetis expectedat thetopof theloadingcycle. In otherwords,webelievethatBC#1more

realisticallymodelstherivet/sheetinteractionevenin thepresenceof residualstresswhenthe

cracksbecomesufficientlylong. Thepresentresultsfor thetwocasesgiveaclearindicationof the

rangeof thestressintensityfactorvariationswhichcanbe expected. It remains to more completely

analyze the problem in order to ascertain when one or the other of modeling conditions are

appropriate and whether other more detailed models need to be considered.

LOAD SHEDDING
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Another explanation of "catch-up" which seems plausible is connected with load shedding.

The load shedding idea suggests that if one crack is longer than its neighbor, it will shed some of

the load its section carries to the section of its neighbor, thereby increasing the level of the shorter

crack's stress intensity factor and providing a means for the shorter crack to grow faster. By

considering alternating long and short cracks of length al and a2, as indicated in figure 8, one can

develop a model along the lines of that described in the previous two sections except that now the

periodic section is twice as wide. The section used in carrying out the finite element calculations is

shown in figure 8. Precisely the same element meshes used in the earlier sections were used here,

but these were now linked together to provide meshes appropriate for the two differing crack

lengths. Table 2 lists the stress intensity factors calculated for the unequal crack lengths for the

case of rivet conditions BC#1. Included in this table are the stress intensity factors for each of the

crack lengths as calculated in the previous section where all cracks are of equal lengths. The

differences between the stress intensity factors for a crack of given length in the two calculations is

less than 1 percent. One concludes from this that, for cracks with a/R < 1.5, there is almost no

crack interaction and negligible load shedding.

CONCLUSIONS

Basic results have been presented for stress intensity factors for MSD cracks. These

results bring out the sensitivity of the predictions to the assumptions made in modeling the

rivet/skin interaction. Further work, both theoretical and experimental, needs to be carded out to

better characterize this interaction. The results for the two modeling assumptions made in this

paper are not substantially different when the residual stress contributions to the stress intensity

factors are taken into account. Nevertheless, these predictions should be regarded as preliminary

subject to validation by further study. In addition, no effort has been made to include effects due

to out-of-plane bending, plasticity, or three dimensionality. One or more of these effects may be



importantin MSD cracking.Finally,nodramaticindicatorof acatch-upmechanismhasemerged

in thepresentwork,althoughthepredictedstressintensityfactorvariationwithcracklengthis

relativelyweak,especiallyfor thecaseinvolvingresidualstress,suggestingthatlong andshort

crackswouldgrow at roughlythesamerate.
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APPENDIX

Stress Intensity Factor due to Transverse Loading

The result in equation 6 for the transverse loading Y-,xxwith X,yy=0 has been taken from

reference 5. The expression for F(s) is

F(s)= 0.5(3-s)[l+ 1.243(1-s)3]-1 - (1-s)[0.5+ 0.743(1-s) 2 ] (A1)
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Stress Intensity Factor due to Residual Stress at the Rivet Hole

This is an approximate result which is developed using the solution for the stress intensity

factor given in reference 5 for the problem of a hole of radius R with cracks of length a emanating

from its horizontal extremities, where the surface of the hole (but not the crack faces) is subject to a

uniform pressure, p. That solution is K=p(na)l/2H(s) where s=a/(R+a) and

H(s) = (1- s)[0.637 + 0.485(1-s) 2 + 0.4s2(1-s)] (A2)

The approximate solution will also make use of the additional average outward radia ! d!splacement

at the hole surface 3 due to the presence of the two edge cracks of length a. This quantity can be

derived from the relation between 8 and the energy release rate

_ l(3(Potential Energy) 1 _t_ 38
G= 2_, 3a ,p = 2-KP_a-a

The result is 8=(2pR/E)fs(a/R) where

(A3)

(R) a/R 2aR daf8 = f_0 H(s) (A4)

The radial displacement of the hole without cracks present when subject to a pressure p is

u=pR(l+v)/E. If it is assumed that there is a strain misfit between the rivet and the hole, eT, and

that the rivet is effectively rigid, then an approximate condition for determining p as a function of

the length of the cracks is u+8=Rs w. This equation gives

I / 2If(all-'P = _R 1 + _ 5 _ where (YR - 1 + v

Note that oR is the normal stress exerted by the rivet on the hole when a=0. This result in

combination with equation A2 gives the desired result, equation 7, where

(A5)

(A6)
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Table1

K

NormalizedStressIntensityFactorsKnorm=Zyy_ for

Two Setsof Rivet/SkinBoundaryConditions(Zxx=0)

a/R I'_n_rm for BC#1 Knorm for BC#2

0.199 2.440 0.502

0.371 2.723 0.656

0.586 2.906 0.799

0.855 3.072 0.948

1.192 3.268 1.109

1.612 3.530 1.291

2.137 3.899 1.502

2.794 4.479 1.763

3.615 5.557 2.125

Table 2

Results for the Load Shedding Analysis

Using BC#1 Rivet/Skin Interaction Conditions (Zxx---O)

a/R for Crack 1 a/R for Crack 2 Knorm for Crack 1 Knorm for Crack 2

0.586 0.586 2.906 2.906

0.855 0.586 3.069 2.908

0.855 0.855 3.072 3.072

1.192 0.855 3.265 3.075

1.192 1.192 3.268 3.268
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Figure 1 Geometry and loading of the lap joint.
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Figure 2 Sections used in the finite element model with Zxx=O.
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a) Finite element mesh for section without cracks, b) Local mesh near the cracked rivet hole.



Figure3c) Close-upof localmeshnearthecrackedrivet hole.
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Figure 4 Normalized stress intensity factors as a function of normalized crack length for the two

sets of rivet/skin boundary conditions.
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Figure 5 Measure of mode mixity at the crack tip for two sets of boundary conditions.
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